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Shortly before ten o’clock on the morning of May 10 last year, Jim Balsillie, cofounder of Research
in Motion (RIM), the Waterloo, Ontario, company that created BlackBerry phones, took a seat in a
conference room across from Parliament Hill. Next to him sat Colin McKay, an executive from
Google, the company whose Android operating system was responsible, in part, for BlackBerry’s
fall from grace. RIM (now BlackBerry) was an industry powerhouse a decade ago, but the success
of Android and Apple phones cut its share of the global smartphone market to nearly zero by
2016. Despite this history, it was Balsillie, sporting a neon green tie, who exuded confidence.

The men had been called to testify before the House of Commons ethics committee about the
Cambridge Analytica scandal, triggered less than two months prior by Canadian whistle-blower
Christopher Wylie when he revealed that a British firm had pilfered the personal information of up
to 87 million people on Facebook, which was later used by Donald Trump’s 2016 presidential-
election campaign. But the hearing quickly devolved into an interrogation of the data-collection
practices of a tech industry that, for years, has been hell bent on fending off calls for oversight.
McKay, visibly uncomfortable, an uncooperative strand of his combed-back hair dangling above
his glasses, was there in part to convince the MPs that Google was not guilty of the negligent
privacy practices that Facebook had been accused of. Balsillie, who had cut ties with RIM in 2012,
joined in the takedown of his former industry, his zeal scarcely concealed.

The data-driven economy, Balsillie warned, was developing faster than the ability of policy makers
to reckon with its consequences. “We are cascading toward a surveillance state,” he said,
conjuring a world divided into the watchers and the watched, a world where Big Tech piles up
astronomical profits by distilling our everyday experiences into data to monetize—in some
instances, doing so “without a moral conscience.” He mentioned how, in Australia, Facebook had
been caught designing algorithms to identify stressed, overwhelmed, and anxious teenagers on
its network, presumably to assist advertisers who might want to target them. Google has faced its
own parade of scandals, which include the accusation that it illegally collects children’s personal
information through YouTube, a subsidiary with algorithms that can push viewers toward
increasingly polarizing and vile content—from neo-Nazis to Trump-bashing conspiracy theorists.
Why? Because that’s likely to keep us most engaged, thus maximizing Google’s ad revenue.

“History offers sobering lessons about societies that practise mass surveillance.”

But the privacy overreaches and the betrayal of consumer trust are, for Balsillie, sideshows to the
real scandal: that Silicon Valley’s main business model is founded on the exhaustive monitoring of
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human behaviour—a revenue stream it is loath to give up. The five most valuable corporations in
the world are all tech companies, and the top two, Apple and Amazon, recently became the first
trillion-dollar enterprises, which put their worth above the GDP of all but sixteen countries.
Balsillie, like many, refers to this new economic order as “surveillance capitalism,” which he
described at the hearing as “the most powerful market force today.”

The subject of surveillance capitalism seemed to hit a nerve with McKay. “Despite what Mr. Balsillie
said,” he countered, “we do not sell the personal information of our users.” Google’s business
model, he explained, is based on “services that are provided free to Canadians and everyone else
in the world through advertising. It’s advertising that’s targeted at aggregated groups, not at
individuals, and there’s no exchange of personal information between Google and advertisers.”

Don’t be “tricked by platitudes,” Balsillie urged the MPs. While Google might not sell user
information per se, it certainly monetizes it in transactions with third parties. Nearly 85 percent of
the revenue generated by Alphabet—Google’s parent company—comes from advertising, so the
levers between personal data and profit making are plain to see. The relevant question, said
Balsillie, taking off his glasses, is, “Do you exploit information?” Given that Google fields around 90
percent of internet searches worldwide, the company’s search algorithm represents a source of
power with few historical precedents. In an age of fake news, cyberwarfare, and toxic online
culture, it would seem reckless not to be concerned that such power is accountable to
shareholders rather than elected officials.

It’s a recklessness, Balsillie believes, the prime minister flirts with. Several months before the
hearing, Justin Trudeau had conducted a charm offensive in Silicon Valley in the hope of wooing
Amazon and other tech giants to set up shop in Canada. And, in October 2017, he presided over a
lavish press conference in Toronto to announce that Sidewalk Labs, a Google sister company
specializing in “smart-city” infrastructure, would be building a high-tech neighbourhood from
scratch on the city’s waterfront. For Balsillie and others, the project—which would employ a
sensor-laden network of connected infrastructure—could turn our public spaces into massive
data-collection tools. But Trudeau has shown little interest in regulating such invasive ventures
compared with the growing chorus of political leaders elsewhere who have begun to demand
stricter rules.

Japanese prime minister Shinzo Abe said he intends to use his country’s time as chair at the Group
of Twenty summit in Osaka, in June, to advocate for a global system of data governance. European
Union lawmakers have put Google on notice for its monopolistic behaviour by slapping the
company with enormous fines. France recently lost a years-long battle with the company to
expand the EU’s “right to be forgotten” rule and give Europeans the power, in certain
circumstances, to have their names scrubbed from their online search results around the world,
not simply in Europe. Some branches of the French government are mandating that Google no
longer provide the default search engine on their employees’ devices, opting instead for Qwant, a
made-in-France search engine that claims it does not track users. In Berlin, Google recently
abandoned plans to build a new campus after withstanding two years of a local “Fuck Off, Google”
campaign.

At the hearing in May, Charlie Angus, the NDP‘s ethics critic, acknowledged that he had once been
seduced by Google’s visionary aims. “I was someone who was deeply against the regulation of
Google because I wanted to see it develop. Imagine, me, a socialist, and here is an entrepreneur



warning us about surveillance capitalism,” he said, looking over at Balsillie, who let out a deep
belly laugh.

Not long ago, issuing such a warning would have branded Balsillie a fringe activist, if not a
conspiracy theorist. But post–Cambridge Analytica, fears about Big Tech’s data addiction are
seeping into the mainstream. A Nanos poll, conducted for the Globe and Mail, at the end of 2018
found that 83 percent of Canadians show some level of concern with how social-media platforms
manage their personal information. Balsillie’s worry, however, is ultimately less about privacy than
about control. “History,” he said to the MPs, “offers sobering lessons about societies that practise
mass surveillance.” For Balsillie, bringing those sobering lessons to light, and bringing to heel an
industry he helped create, is a deeply personal fight—a mission tinged, perhaps, with a touch of
revenge.

One month later, I sat in the boardroom at Balsillie’s offices overlooking Toronto’s city hall. I
remarked that his performance at the hearing in Ottawa was likely jarring to those who knew him
as the billionaire executive who once got into a flap with the National Hockey League after several
unsuccessful bids to purchase an American franchise and move it to Hamilton, Ontario. Some may
also remember Balsillie from the stock-options scandal that engulfed RIM just as it was losing its
grip on the smartphone market. In 2009, he and another RIM cofounder, Mike Lazaridis, were
fined millions.

You’d have to live in a cave to avoid having information about your whereabouts, purchases, vital
signs, and vices harvested.

Balsillie, now fifty-eight, is stoutly built and deeply composed, with not a thread out of place. He is
fond of debate, and when he gets going, his voice goes up an octave and he holds his eyes wide
open while blinking repeatedly. He claims he is “the largest commercial IP protagonist in the
history of the country,” citing the 44,000 patents he commercialized during his career. Nicknamed
“Ballsy” in college, Balsillie’s relentless drive can be traced back to his upbringing in a rough
working-class neighbourhood in Peterborough, Ontario. The son of an Ontario Hydro electrician,
Balsillie became increasingly ambitious as a child and teenager, taking on a series of jobs,
including delivering newspapers and working as a house painter and a ski-lift operator. Long
before graduating high school, he envisioned himself becoming a member of the elite. He would
accept nothing less from life than fame and fortune. “I was pretty sure they were going to put up a
statue of me,” he told the authors of the 2015 postmortem on RIM Losing the Signal: The
Spectacular Rise and Fall of BlackBerry.

The book painted Balsillie as a cocky, sharp-tongued corporate shark who frequently manipulated
competitors and regulators in his quest to dominate the smartphone market. Some employees
feared him. His bible in business was the ancient Chinese text The Art of War by Sun Tzu, which
preaches a stoic and ruthless brand of mental stealth as a tactic to overcome outsized opponents
—sage advice for a tiny Waterloo company attempting to take over the global mobile-phone
market. Balsillie now wields this same predatory expertise in his war to rein in the tech industry
and awaken Canadians to the dangers of concentrating too much power in the hands of a few
companies that have become rich by knowing more about us than we do about ourselves. Your
likes, status updates, and other activities on Facebook can be used by researchers to predict your
intelligence, satisfaction with life, emotional stability, and sexual preferences. The platform could
even be used to assess the strength of your relationships.



A brash public figure, Balsillie prefers to work in the medium with which he is most comfortable:
backroom power broking. He’s a familiar face on Parliament Hill, having once advocated for
policies to support BlackBerry’s interests. More recently, he has been advocating, as a kind of
father figure of the Canadian tech industry at large, for anything that might help domestic
innovators better compete globally. To advance his agenda, Balsillie claims to communicate daily
with federal and provincial ministers, policy advisers, business leaders, and other global
influencers. The Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI), a sprawling think tank he
founded in 2001, has become a data-governance proselytizing machine, circulating white papers
on the subject by the dozen. Beneath the nerdy veneer of titles like “Fluctuations in Uncertainty
and R&D Investment” one finds theoretical arguments and mathematical proofs that help
reinforce Balsillie’s rants.

In the fall of 2017, Balsillie began pushing for the federal government to protect the data created
by Canadian citizens and institutions, going as far as to spend two months holed up in his
Georgian Bay cottage to draft a twelve-page national data strategy, which he then forwarded to
“the mandarins in Ottawa.” The “mandarins” did not take his ideas seriously, he says, until after
the Cambridge Analytica scandal exploded last spring. A few months later, Navdeep Bains,
minister of innovation, science, and economic development, began consultations for a strategic
plan for the digital economy. It’s likely to be a multiyear process, but Balsillie expects it will yield
sweeping legislation similar to the EU’s recently enacted General Data Protection Regulation,
which gives Europeans unprecedented control over how their personal information is collected
and used, including the power to force companies to delete it. The new law will subject violating
companies to fines of up to 4 percent of their annual global revenue. If Balsillie has his way, the
future regulatory environment will put tech companies operating in Canada on an even shorter
leash.

Balsillie isn’t alone in his fight. The term surveillance capitalism was coined by Harvard Business
School’s Shoshana Zuboff, who was one of Balsillie’s professors in the eighties when he got his
MBA. Her recent 700-page opus, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism, describes the rise of “a parasitic
economic logic” that regards human life as “raw material.” Now that our internet overlords have
mastered online advertising as a revenue tool, Zuboff believes their next step will be to redeploy
their predictive algorithms for social engineering. They will do this, in part, by shaping our real-
time actions, from shopping to voting, via the so-called Internet of Things—the catch-all phrase
for web-connected objects that include not only computers and smartphones but cars, lawn
mowers, thermostats, wristwatches, and washing machines. Virtually everything we use now
could be plundered for information by surveillance capitalists.



All this sounds extreme, but in Balsillie’s view, it is extreme only in proportion to how the tech
landscape has evolved since the mid-2000s, before smartphones went mainstream and data
collection, still in its infancy, largely involved pinpointing your location. Today, you’d have to live in
a cave to avoid having information about your whereabouts, purchases, vital signs, vices, and love



interests harvested. Sensors as tiny as a grain of salt have been developed to track our
movements. Facial-recognition technology has been employed in some Canadian malls to monitor
the age and gender of shoppers. A 2016 Georgetown University study found that half of American
adults were already in facial-recognition databases compiled by law enforcement agencies from
security-camera feeds. Among Google’s recent patent filings are camera-embedded bathroom
mirrors (to study your appearance for changes in health) and smart toilet seats that read your
blood pressure when you sit down. Toilets that analyze urine and feces are in the works at other
companies.

For the full-blown dystopia, go to China, where a “social credit system” is being enforced through
facial recognition and other surveillance tools. Say bad things about the ruling party, and it could,
some warn, punish you, whether by reducing your internet speed, preventing you from buying a
train ticket, or perhaps hauling you off to a “re-education” camp.

This is not the world Balsillie set out to build. One of RIM‘s core values, as exemplified by
BlackBerry’s legendary security system, was the protection of personal data. For Balsillie, the
private sphere is the bedrock of liberal democracy, which is why he believes this new mutation of
capitalism—where human behaviour is the key asset—is wrong-headed. Over the course of
numerous conversations in the past year, I came to view Balsillie as not simply a businessman but
as a scholar and provocateur who happened to have spent twenty years as a CEO. His capitalist
mind and socialist conscience are in creative tension. Although part of the inner circle at Davos, he
dismisses the World Economic Forum as a self-congratulatory club “where billionaires go to tell
millionaires how the middle class feels. It’s like Kentucky Fried Chicken—every now and then, it
feels like a good idea, and then you feel sick for a long time afterwards.” Tech evangelist and tech
reformist—apparent contradictions are not necessarily at odds in his cosmos.

In many ways, Balsillie is late to the tech-reform party and is aligning himself with grassroots
privacy activists who have been demanding stricter legislation since long before it was
fashionable. One group he has partnered with, through the Centre for Digital Rights, is Digital
Justice Lab, established early last year. The partnership has doled out microgrants—$1,000 to
$3,000 apiece—to groups and individuals working to educate the public on digital rights, with a
focus on minorities and marginalized communities. Balsillie put up the funds for all of the grants;
thirty-five in the partnership’s first six months. “I believe there is a need for diversity of tactics,”
said Digital Justice Lab’s director Nasma Ahmed. “I’m learning about the corporate side of things.
And he’s learning about what folks are saying on the ground. It’s a good way of actually moving
forward.”

Balsillie’s metamorphosis from tech executive to tech skeptic may not be quite as dramatic a
change as it seems. He has never had a social-media account and reads the newspaper “because I
don’t want my world view curated for me,” he said, scrambling his hands around his head to
illustrate the so-called filter-bubble effect—the state of intellectual isolation that can result when
online search algorithms selectively assume the information a user wants to see. At one point, I
glanced down at his phone—still a BlackBerry user. Though these days BlackBerrys are a different
beast: the phones are made and sold by a Chinese company and run on Google’s Android
operating system, which extracts data from your phone even when you’re not using a Google
service and can record your movements even after you pause the location-history setting.

Balsillie hasn’t lost faith in technology or in the free market—he just thinks it best if it’s not too
free. “I’m a capitalist,” he said repeatedly during our meetings, as though he felt the need to



remind himself. “But capitalism needs guardrails to remain a force for good.”

Our every thought, word, and deed can be resold to companies that want to anticipate our needs
—or produce them.

Balsillie’s most ardent beliefs about tech and society come together in his condemnation of
Waterfront Toronto, a public corporation established by the municipal, provincial, and federal
governments to redevelop 800 hectares of former industrial land across Toronto’s downtown
lakefront. In March 2017, Waterfront Toronto issued a request for an “innovation and funding
partner” to develop five hectares of an area dubbed the Quayside. Sidewalk Labs—a New York–
based Google affiliate that specializes in data-based urban planning—beat out local and
international firms with a proposal to build a neighbourhood “from the internet up.” A small
number of smart-city projects of this nature have been proposed and started elsewhere, but if
realized, the Sidewalk Labs project would be an incursion into city building with little global
precedent. For Balsillie, it’s an Orwellian nightmare in the making.

Sidewalk’s proposal is peppered with phrases like “comprehensive data collection,” “an enormous
amount of data,” and “fine-grained data.” The data it desires runs from environmental (localized
weather conditions, noise levels, and pollution) to social (everyday actions that paint a detailed
picture of what residents are doing and when). The futuristic district would be outfitted with
features like robotic garbage collection, autonomous vehicles, and ultraefficient heating and
cooling systems. An array of sensors, possibly including ones capable of picking up signals from
the smartphone in your pocket as you walk by, would underpin the project. The company also
envisions a digital identification system for residents, workers, and visitors through which access
to public services could be controlled. Marc De Pape, a Toronto tech executive, has claimed in a
blog post that Sidewalk Labs is, among other things, looking to connect its technologies with
Canada’s voting systems—information he says he gleaned from a job interview with the company.

While all of this data would ostensibly be used to improve urban life and municipal efficiency,
Balsillie warns that the sum of what Google will know about our every thought, word, and deed
can be resold to companies that want to anticipate our needs—or produce them. Perhaps Google
will want to steer pedestrians to stores that advertise on its platform. Nothing especially insidious
about that, but the Cambridge Analytica scandal showed what can happen when third parties
attempt to weaponize behavioural data for purposes other than those it was collected for. “The
leaders of Waterfront Toronto have committed an absolute, irresponsible folly by entering into a
contract with Sidewalk Labs,” Balsillie said, bobbing his head and looking around as if he’d like to
find a big stick and put it to use.

The smart city envisioned by Sidewalk Labs would put Google’s algorithms into action on a vast
scale, creating a techno-urban enclosure. Sidewalk Labs has already said that it wants Quayside
residents to double the number of hours they spend outdoors. “Hands up if you want some
engineer deciding how you should feel today,” Balsillie said, “or what you should do every hour on
the hour or how you should manage your social relationships.”

Balsillie believes that cities—their transit systems, infrastructure, and real estate—are the next
frontier for companies on the hunt for industries to disrupt. Worldwide, the smart-city market,
already overflowing with companies hawking sensors and data-analytics services, has been
predicted to grow at a rate of nearly 30 percent annually to reach $2.3 trillion (US) by 2023. No
single entity, however, has mastered the entire smart-city ecosystem. That would take not only a



deep R&D budget but a city willing to be the guinea pig. Just as Amazon dominates online retail
and Uber dominates ride sharing, Balsillie is convinced that Google is positioning itself to
dominate smart cities. In his view, collecting data about people as they move through public
spaces—where one can’t accept or decline a privacy agreement—isn’t a privilege that Canada
should be turning over to a global platform like Google.

Balsillie says he voiced his concerns to high-ranking members at all three levels of government
and to Waterfront Toronto leadership on phone calls and in closed-door meetings throughout
2017. While he claims that some people he spoke with privately agreed with his concerns, the
Sidewalk project lurched forward, even as a chorus of activists threatened to derail it. One such
activist is forty-year-old Bianca Wylie. The de facto leader of the movement to send Sidewalk Labs
packing, Wylie cofounded the advocacy group Tech Reset Canada and is now a senior fellow at
Balsillie’s think tank, CIGI. With her gritty, hacktivist vibe, she cuts quite a contrast next to Balsillie.
“It’s so funny,” Wylie told me, “to come from totally different sides of the table and have a shared
irritation of the progressive hubris of those unwilling to question whether more technology is
always better.” While Balsillie worked the back channels, Wylie was a constant presence on local
radio, print, and TV outlets, countering Sidewalk Labs’s PR blitz with an alternative narrative about
an industry peddling utopia but trafficking in deception.

It’s irrelevant to Balsillie whether Google has even remotely nefarious plans for the data it plans to
gather from the Quayside project, because he believes that once surveillance technology is in
place, it’s difficult to prevent personal information from being exploited. Sidewalk Labs has
pledged to anonymize data, but it’s well known within the industry that anonymous data can often
be reidentified by cross-referencing it with other pools of data—and Google has the biggest data
sets in the world. “Policy makers are being played,” said Balsillie. “They’re being played in my town,
in a country that I care about. These officials, who have no sophistication about technology, are
making major, irreversible decisions. They’re in it for the photo op.” For Balsillie, the Sidewalk Labs
project represents a do-or-die moment for Canada: “If they breach the data dike in Toronto, it’s
over. We’re toast.”



After playing the inside track, Balsillie waited until October last year to launch a full offensive on
the Sidewalk Labs project. In a Globe and Mail op-ed, he lashed out at the smart-city plan as a
“colonizing experiment in surveillance capitalism attempting to bulldoze important urban, civic
and political issues.” Balsillie called for the deal to be terminated and a new request for proposals
initiated. “Of all the misguided innovation strategies Canada has launched over the past three
decades,” he said, “this purported smart city is not only the dumbest but also the most
dangerous.”

The steady stream of negative headlines about the Quayside scheme turned into a flood, with
Balsillie spending much of the next week giving interviews. Helen Burstyn, then chair of the
Waterfront Toronto board, quickly reached out and invited him to be an informal adviser, hoping
to calm the waters. (Burstyn also chairs the board of the Walrus Foundation, the charitable non-
profit that publishes The Walrus). “I understand why Jim fears that this gives a Google-related
company some advantages,” she said when I spoke with her at the time. “But we are negotiating
rigorously to make sure that this benefits public interest.”

In December, the Ontario auditor general released a value-for-money report that found
irregularities with how Waterfront Toronto assessed the appropriateness of the project. The
report cited an email from June 2016, nine months before the request for proposals was issued, in
which Waterfront Toronto officials wrote to Sidewalk Labs expressing an interest in having the
company do a project in Toronto. Other emails showed that the board felt it was “urged—strongly”
by federal and provincial officials to approve the agreement with Sidewalk Labs. Yet another email
discussed pushback that might arise from the fact that Sidewalk Labs wanted to “control ALL data”
related to the project.

Following the report, the province dismissed three directors of Waterfront Toronto, including
Burstyn. Ann Cavoukian, the former Ontario privacy commissioner who was brought on by
Sidewalk Labs as a paid consultant, resigned out of concern for how the data collection would be
managed. This February, a leaked slide presentation obtained by the Toronto Star caused a stir
when it revealed that Sidewalk Labs’s original plans spanned much more than the five-hectare site
and that it wanted a cut of property taxes, development fees, and the rising value of land in the
region. The presentation, which Sidewalk Labs gave to executives in November at the offices of
Google’s parent company, Alphabet, included a section titled “Shaping Public Opinion,” which
states that “the majority of the negative press coverage is rooted in an anti-global tech giant
narrative being spun by former RIM co-founder Jim Balsillie.”

Balsillie said Sidewalk Labs’s lobbying activity dwarfs anything he’s seen from domestic tech
companies—according to the company, registered lobbyists made twenty-plus visits to members
of Parliament, the Prime Minister’s Office, and other federal offices last year, with similar-scale
efforts at Queen’s Park and Toronto city hall. Balsillie, however, doesn’t fault Sidewalk Labs for its
efforts to push the Quayside project through. “It’s the job of businesses to maximize their profits
within the rules,” he says. “And it’s the job of society to put the rules in place.”

It would be easy to dismiss Balsillie as an opportunist surfing the so-called techlash in order to
launder his post-BlackBerry image. But Sidewalk Labs is, for him, the most visible expression of a
far bigger problem: how Canada’s flat-footed reaction to the rapacious data appetites of
multinational tech companies endangers our democracy, security, and economy. He is especially



troubled about what he considers Canada’s poor record of commercializing homegrown
innovation. Over the last twenty years, the global economy has become less dependent on
physical assets, such as factories and merchandise, and more dependent on intangible assets,
such as patents, databases, copyrights, software, and algorithms (nearly 90 percent of the value
of the “big five” tech companies comes from their intangible assets). Such assets are often
grouped under the term intellectual property. Poor IP stewardship, claims Balsillie, costs the
Canadian economy more than $100 billion annually in lost revenue. He believes that if we can’t
protect our IP, we risk becoming a “client state” to countries who can.

Balsillie points to the Toronto-Waterloo corridor, often referred to as Silicon Valley North. The area
is globally renowned as a producer of cutting-edge technology. World-changing tech companies?
Not so much. For example, Geoffrey Hinton, the University of Toronto professor known as the
godfather of artificial intelligence, started a company in 2012 to develop his revolutionary
approach to machine learning but sold it to Google a short time later. Hinton’s discovery
transformed Google. Eric Schmidt, the company’s former CEO, publicly thanked Trudeau at a 2017
event in Toronto for the gift of Canada’s AI innovation. “We now use it throughout our entire
business, and it’s a major driver of our corporate success,” he said.

Owning Hinton’s IP allows Google to capitalize on it in any way it sees fit. “They can sell something
that somebody else can’t,” says intellectual-property lawyer Jim Hinton (no relation), “because of
the work that was done by Canadian-funded research.” Meanwhile, says Balsillie, Ottawa rolls out
the red carpet for foreign tech firms, dangling tax breaks and other incentives and offers
comparatively little support for local companies. Adam Froman, the CEO of the Toronto data-
collection company Delvinia, describes a moment shortly after the Liberal government’s election
in 2015. “About fifty CEOs trucked up to Ottawa to meet with a bunch of politicians, while Trudeau
went to Toronto to open up an Amazon distribution centre and have a photo op,” said Froman.
“Then Bill Morneau came to our dinner and said, ‘We’re all about attracting foreign investment.’
Do you realize that you’re sitting with fifty Canadian CEOs? You’re supposed to be getting behind
us.”

It’s an attitude that drives Balsillie crazy. “The current government thinks Canada’s future is cheap
foreign-tech branch plants. I think the only way we’re going to pay for this country is by
participating in the wealth effects of domestic innovators—the taxes they pay, the head-office
jobs, the philanthropy.” Balsillie has pushed this point relentlessly since long before his BlackBerry
days, and in 2015, he cofounded the Canadian Council of Innovators, an industry group aimed in
part at rectifying the IP drain and securing a more favourable environment for domestically born
and bred tech firms by fine tuning regulations in their favour, providing access to capital, and
prioritizing Canadian tech firms in government contracts.

For Balsillie, it all circles back to surveillance capitalism: he believes a weak Canadian tech sector
effectively cedes national sovereignty to foreign powers, including potentially hostile ones. Other
countries, such as China and Israel, actively restrict the export of domestically produced IP for
economic or national-security reasons. “In the data-driven era, we need to think of prosperity,
cybersecurity, and sovereignty as an integrated whole,” he says. If Canada were a country that
took IP seriously, Balsillie believes, the Sidewalk Labs negotiations would have been very different:
more competent, tougher, smarter.

Balsillie also worries about the technology implications of the deteriorating trade relations with
our neighbours to the south. “Colonial supplicant attitude” were the words he used in a January



2018 Toronto Star op-ed to describe Canadian policy makers’ approach to the data and IP
provisions of agreements like the Trans-Pacific Partnership and CUSMA, the new NAFTA.

CUSMA negotiations focused largely on auto exports, steel and aluminum tariffs, and the dairy,
egg, and poultry markets. One of its lesser-known provisions prevents any party from passing
laws that restrict the cross-border flow of data. So if an American firm sets up shop in Canada, it
would be free to transfer any data it collects to servers back home. The same is true for a
Canadian firm operating in the US, but the arrangement, says Balsillie, benefits American firms
almost exclusively. Balsillie used the theory of economic asymmetry to explain that whoever
possesses the biggest data set (like the one Google has gleaned from two decades’ worth of
Canadian internet searches) has an effective monopoly over the players with smaller data sets
(such as Waterloo-based Miovision, which possesses traffic data from cities that use its sensors).
The economic implication is that smaller countries cannot prosper in an economy based on
intangible assets without sovereign control over their data. He’s not alone in this view. Documents
from the National Research Council obtained by the Canadian Press last summer stressed that
domestic companies were in danger of becoming “data cows” for foreign tech platforms.

When it comes to trade agreements, Balsillie feels that Trudeau’s government has been far more
interested in dairy quotas than protections for data, and he has sparred openly with the minister
of foreign affairs, Chrystia Freeland, over the terms of the country’s deal with the Trump
administration. “We got clobbered on USMCA, no matter how much the politicians want to spin it,”
he says. Balsillie seems incapable of perceiving the world through any lens other than that of the
tech economy. This is no doubt a source of friction with politicos who have dairy farmers, auto
manufacturers, and other constituencies to appease. But Balsillie’s hyperbole is based on where
he thinks the market is headed—toward a data-driven economy based on intangible goods—
which is harder to refute. Canada’s tech market ranks dead last among the G7 countries,
according to an internal government report obtained by tech magazine The Logic. Balsillie thinks
that’s because federal economic policy is too focused on propping up traditional industries, such
as manufacturing. Not behaving as though the world revolves around data and IP, he told me, is
no way to “run our company—uh—country.”

“If you had created BlackBerry and watched Apple and Google wipe you out, how would you feel?
[Balsillie’s] a rich man, but he failed.”

In January, Prime Minister Trudeau abruptly joined the techlash. “We need to have a broad
reflection on the Facebooks and Googles of this world, which have started to recognize, very
belatedly, their responsibilities toward our democratic space,” he said during a speech in Quebec
City. He stopped short of promising new regulations but hinted at “high-level discussions” to find
ways to protect citizens against “invisible algorithms.”

As the public’s skepticism of Big Tech grows—a February survey done for the Globe and Mail found
that more than 60 percent of Canadians believe Facebook will have “a negative or somewhat
negative” impact on the upcoming federal election in the fall—so does the number of Silicon
Valley executives giving lip service to its concerns. Salesforce co-CEO Marc Benioff has called for
Facebook to be regulated like tobacco. For Apple CEO Tim Cook, the industry’s refrain—that
endless amounts of personal data are needed to optimize digital services and devices—is a
“bunch of bunk.” Elon Musk, purveyor of Teslas and space rockets, has called AI humanity’s
“biggest existential threat.” His desire to move to Mars could be said to stem, at least in part, from



his fear that “a fleet of artificial-intelligence-enhanced robots capable of destroying mankind” may
soon prey upon us.

The ranks of tech contrarians include some surprising names, including that of Balsillie’s friend
Roger McNamee, a sixty-two-year old American venture capitalist who was an early investor in
Google and Facebook—and one of the first of the tech elite to turn against them. McNamee
mentored a young Mark Zuckerberg, but these days, “Zuck” doesn’t return his calls. McNamee’s
new book, Zucked: Waking Up to the Facebook Catastrophe, chronicles his transformation into an
industry critic. Maybe the most influential dissenter is Balsillie’s friend and adviser George Soros,
the eighty-eight-year-old Hungarian American philanthropist, long-time muse of right-wing
conspiracy theories, and recent target of a pipe bomb allegedly built by a Trump fanatic. Soros’s
views of the tech industry made headlines last January, when, in a speech at the World Economic
Forum, he referred to Facebook and other giant tech companies as a “menace” to society. “They
deliberately engineer addiction to the services they provide,” said Soros. Facebook executives
promptly hired a public-relations firm, which worked to discredit him.

According to Balsillie, he, McNamee, and Soros meet regularly at Soros’s estate in the Hamptons
to strategize alternatives to the surveillance-based business model. At a recent session, a new
startup called Inrupt was a hot topic. Founded last year by Tim Berners-Lee, the Brit who invented
the World Wide Web in 1989 (and has cautioned against its corrosive powers almost since then),
the company is trying to create a decentralized, open-source internet platform on which individual
control of personal data is baked into the system, undercutting data-driven companies. “Tim
never thought the internet would go this far,” said Balsillie.

Balsillie, of course, helped transform RIM from a small company with expertise in pagers to the
$80 billion maker of “CrackBerries,” which were playfully celebrated for their addictiveness (it’s
“the heroin of mobile computing,” said a CEO in 2001). But if his activism stems from any sense of
complicity in an industry that makes addictive apps contributing to a global mental-health crisis,
he hides it well. Balsillie suggests that there is a moral distinction between profiting and profiting
at all costs. When protests broke out in Cairo’s Tahrir Square in January 2011, he got a call that
Egyptian authorities had pulled the plug on BlackBerry’s messaging service, which the
revolutionaries were using to coordinate their efforts. The Egyptians demanded the encryption
keys to help them track down protesters, said Balsillie. This was in the midst of his nearly nonstop
globe trotting to keep BlackBerry from imploding—the company’s US sales were in free fall in
early 2011, but overseas sales, including in Egypt, were keeping the company afloat. “Tell them to
go fuck themselves,” he says he instructed his team in Waterloo. “I didn’t grow a tech company to
help terrorists kill protesters.”

Balsillie contrasts this with a story from last year about Zuckerberg, who was accused of not
reacting quickly enough when military personnel in Myanmar, as far back as 2017, employed
Facebook as a propaganda tool to encourage the ethnic cleansing of Rohingya Muslims, a
persecuted minority group. Facebook has made a major push in emerging markets like Myanmar
to get everyone on its platform before competitors can establish a toehold. In his reply to an open
letter from activists, Zuckerberg cited the steps that Facebook was taking to “better identify
abusive, hateful or false content even before it is flagged by our community.” A year ago, however,
United Nations investigators had criticized Facebook for its role in whipping up hatred against the
Rohingya, but the company didn’t admit culpability until last November. “The executives knew all
about it,” said Balsillie, turning angry. “They could have stopped it! They could have very, very
easily stopped it!”



Balsillie’s advocacy has netted him many new friends—and some enemies. After Balsillie’s October
op-ed assailing the Sidewalk Labs project, Adam Vaughan, the Liberal MP whose Toronto riding
includes the downtown waterfront, shot back on Twitter: Balsillie’s “attack” on Waterfront Toronto,
he said, “was not only raging nonsense, it was wrongly dismissive and arrogant to a point of being
reckless.” Gil Penalosa, a prominent Canadian urbanist, took to Twitter to point out that RIM “was
no model of transparency under [Balsillie’s] leadership.” Mark Wilson, a former IBM executive who
was the chair of the Waterfront Toronto board from 2007 to 2016, chimed in to say that Balsillie
was having “a temper tantrum like a child that isn’t getting enough attention.” CIGI, he said, was
becoming Balsillie’s “propaganda arm.”

I called Wilson to ask what he thought Balsillie was getting wrong. He agrees that digital
governance needs greater attention and that Canadian tech firms need government help to scale
up and become globally competitive. But he does not believe that courting foreign firms runs
counter to either. Fear that a smart-city project could result in something like the Cambridge
Analytica scandal is unfounded, he said, adding that Balsillie comes across as “kind of a Donald
Trump Jr., like we have to protect Canada from the bad guys out there in the world.” But, mostly,
Wilson felt that Balsillie’s “nastiness”—in a letter to the editor of the Star, he called Waterfront
Toronto “Google’s lapdog”—obscured any valid points he had. “I mean, if you had created
BlackBerry and watched Apple and Google wipe you out, how would you feel? He’s a rich man, but
essentially, he failed.”

Geoff Cape, a friend of Balsillie’s and the CEO of Evergreen, a Toronto-based urban-ecology
organization, shares Wilson’s revenge theory but sees a more redeeming angle. Balsillie’s views,
he says, “have been coloured by his experience with RIM where he saw and experienced first-hand
the dark side, so to speak, of the technology industry and how manipulative and conniving the
strategies are within the sector.” One reason why protecting domestic interests by developing a
national data strategy, Cape suggests, might be such a deeply personal issue for Balsillie is that
RIM spent five years in the early aughts fighting a lawsuit brought by NTP, which some call a
“patent troll”—an entity that acquires patents for the sole purpose of suing potential infringers.
Fending off the accusation that RIM‘s wireless-messaging network infringed on existing patents
was a crisis that nearly forced the company to fold just as it was taking off. RIM eventually settled
the case in 2006 for $612.5 million. “He’s been in a battle that very few of us have, so we should be
listening to him on this,” says Cape. “We’re losing the game right now in Canada, and we need to
get our shit together.”

Balsillie refers to his haters as “faux elites.” I asked him what he means by that. “People who
pretend that they’re knowledgeable about things that they’re not”—things like the business of
technology, he says, and the game of commercializing IP. “The people who attack have two things
in common: one, they’ve never done it,” he says, meaning they are generally not people who have
built $80 billion tech companies. “Two, they never address my arguments, because they’re sound,
because they’re born out of extensive experience globally.”

I wondered aloud if perhaps he’s harbouring some startup poised to come out of the wings and
grab market share once public distrust hobbles the current generation of tech giants. He has
invested in a half dozen Canadian companies, but he assured me that neither payback nor
entrepreneurship are the goals. Does he have political aspirations? “I’d be the worst politician in
the world—if I don’t like people, I can’t hide it,” Balsillie replied, claiming that attempts have been
made to recruit him, unsuccessfully, by all three major political parties.



Balsillie also told me that representatives from Sidewalk Labs have made numerous overtures to
bring him onside (Balsillie has declined their invitations). The CEO, Dan Doctoroff, acknowledged
as much and then punched back. “Jim’s argument about IP—and ‘everything gets sent back to
America’—is an incendiary sound bite,” he says. A former investment banker at Lehman Brothers
who became a New York City deputy mayor, Doctoroff said that people have jumped to the
conclusion that Sidewalk Labs’s business model revolves around commercializing data it collects.
This is false, he said. Its business model is designed to “meaningfully improve urban life on
virtually every dimension” and to “connect people in communities to new ways that give them
greater levels of happiness.”

But the corporate shark in Balsillie gives him zero faith in Sidewalk Labs to do anything that might
undercut its business interests without regulations in place forcing it to.

With the Smart Cities Challenge underway—a federal competition that will soon award a total of
$75 million to help four Canadian cities roll out their own version of the Sidewalk Labs project—he
believes this is carpe diem time for data governance. “We’re at a tipping point.”


